Bill Moore & Co., Inc.

Brugmansia
Alba

Insignis Pink

This beautiful plant reaches a
height of 6-7’. It is a tree type with
leaves clustering on the ends of
each branch. There are 8-10” pure
white blooms. As night falls, this
cultivar exudes a strong fragrance.

These have 8-10” trumpets. Their
floral shafts are a pale pink that
goes into a deeper pink at the
trumpet’s flare. This is a great
bloomer and moderate/fast grower.
Height can reach 8’. Thie blooms
are very fragrant at night.

Charles Grimaldi

Sun Ray

This Angel Trumpet has
beautiful golden yellow blooms
that are 10-12” long. This is a fast
grower and best bloomer of the
Brugmansias. Plants can reach a
height of 10’ in a single growing
season. Very fragrant.

This Brugmansia has bright
lemon-yellow blooms that are 12”.
It emits an intoxicating fragrance
throughout the year. This is a moderate grower and good bloomer.
Can reach 6-7’ in height.

Cypress Gardens

Super Nova

For this variety, young plants often
flower at 3’ in height with dozens
of trumpets opening at once. This
is a beautiful pure white bloomer.
This Brugmansia is great for
containers.

This Angel Trumpet has beautiful
enormous blooms. It can reach 3-6’
in containers. These brillant, white
blooms are 12” long and almost as
wide. Flowers start in the spring
and will bloom until the first frost.

Ecuador Pink

$1.25/each

This Brugmansia has long, pink
trumpets that turn their fluted
edges upward. It can grow from
3-6’ in containers. It has dark pink
blooms and is very fragrant in the
late evening.

Bundles of 10/variety
Shipped: Bare rooted wrapped with
moss
FOB: Lake Charles, LA
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Bill Moore & Co., Inc.
We have a great website to check out and are
constantly updating availabilities, site specials and news on
it. Both current and past newsletters as well as some great
stories told by our salespeople on the road are available.
You can search through our list of plants and find exactly
what you are looking for.
www.billmooreco.com
Please click on the following links to be taken to our other plant
catalogs:
Adenium
Agonis
Brugmansia
Cajun Hibiscus
Celebrated Plants
Dahlia
Daylilies
Liriope
Thai Aglaonema
Thai Bulbs
Thai Croton
Thai Curcuma
Thai Euphorbia
Thai Orchids
Thai Plants
Thai Plumeria
Thailand Plants

